Nov 26. Minutes

Governance Announcements
- Demerits before winter break

Member Announcements

- Devanshi
  - EPC – Bio and Med Sci
    - Past meetings have been cancelled
    - Have not been able to do much
    - One update: New statistical sciences course September 2019

- Amar
  - Two meetings thus far
    - Currently
    - New things to the Wisc program
    - Changes to physics and astronomy

VP Academic

- Fall Preview Day, 14, 083 registered attendees
- Grad Studies Fair
- What to do with your science degree

Out of camera Dep-rep

- CLARA W AS GOOD
- DEP REP ROUNTABLE WAS GOOD
- Alex is back
- Scheduling events
  - Keep in mind what is already been planned

Frank:

- Academic Accommodation: Grace Days
  - Group of students discussed with Dr. Campbell about grace days and the idea of flexible deadlines
  - Discussed next steps to convincing other faculty

- Fall and Spring
  - Lunch lectures
- Meetings next year is NCB
- Check Ins 2.0 will be continues in the new year
- Continued effort for prayer space for MSA – Meeting with the Dean and USC, Emailing
taylor library FM about empty rooms – 5 on stacks and 2 on LG and 2 on G

- Leave of absence next semester and Ayma is going to be Acting President and VPF
  - Won’t be available for January 20\textsuperscript{th} to February 8\textsuperscript{th}

- Senate